Abstract. If W is the simple random walk on the square lattice Z 2 , then W induces a random walk W G on any spanning subgraph G ⊂ Z
Introduction
Let us say that a walk on a graph G is recurrent if the walk visits every site in the connected component of its starting point in G infinitely often. It is a classical result of Polyá [8] that the simple random walk on the square lattice Z 2 is almost surely recurrent. In this paper, we shall be concerned with how 'robust' this property is in the following sense: do the coin tosses that determine a recurrent random walk on Z 2 also determine a recurrent random walk on every subgraph of Z 2 simultaneously? We make this question precise below.
We view the simple random walk W on Z 2 as a random infinite word on the fourletter alphabet {x, −x, y, −y}, where x = (1, 0) and y = (0, 1), with each letter of W being chosen independently and uniformly at random. For any subgraph G ⊂ Z 2 of the lattice, the random walk W then induces a (random) walk W G on G: starting at the origin, we consider the letters of W one at a time, and for each letter of W, we take a step in the appropriate direction in G provided the edge in question is present in G, and stand still otherwise. For any fixed G ⊂ Z 2 , it is Though the two results mentioned above are close to our main result in spirit, it is perhaps worth remarking that the methods of proof are somewhat different: while the results in both [1] and [5] are based on second moment computations, the proof of Theorem 1.1, in contrast, proceeds by explicitly 'embedding drift'. This note is organised as follows. In Section 2, we prove Theorem 1.1, first sketching a natural approach that fails, but nonetheless motivates our construction. We then conclude in Section 3 with a discussion of some problems.
Proof of the main result
Before we prove Theorem 1.1, let us sketch a construction which, while failing to prove our main result, serves as the motivation for the construction in our proof.
Suppose that W is the simple random walk on Z 2 . Let us construct a (random) subgraph P ⊂ Z 2 as follows. We shall ensure that P is an infinite non-decreasing path (i.e., a north-east path) passing through the origin, and we reveal P as follows. We shall read off the letters of W one at a time and follow the induced walk W P on P , revealing more of P as and when W P needs to know if a particular edge is present in P . At any finite time, it is clear that P (or rather, what has been revealed of P so far) is a finite non-decreasing path through the origin, and we are forced to reveal more of P at this time if and only if W P is at one of the leaves of P and the next letter of W would cause W P to exit P in a non-decreasing fashion.
Our strategy for constructing P is then as follows: if W P is at the north-eastern leaf of P at some stage, and the next letter of W causes W P to travel either north or east, we extend P so as to allow this, proceeding analogously at the south-western leaf as well.
What can we say about the induced walk W P on the path P as constructed above? It is not hard to see that if we identify P with Z by 'unrolling' it, then W P is a random walk on Z with the following law: if [a, b] ⊂ Z is the range of the walk at some time and the walk is at x ∈ [a, b] at this time, then the walk moves to either x − 1 or x + 1 both with probability 1/2, unless x ∈ {a, b}, in which case, the walk moves to b + 1 with probability 2/3 and to b − 1 with probability 1/3 at x = b, and similarly to a − 1 with probability 2/3 and to a + 1 with probability 1/3 at x = a. In other words, for the path P constructed as described above, the induced walk W P behaves like a random walk on Z with a tiny amount of drift; indeed, the walk possess some drift away from the origin when it is at the boundary of its range, but behaves like the simple random walk in the interior of its range. Unfortunately, this tiny amount of drift does not stop W P from being recurrent, but this construction nevertheless demonstrates that it is possible to construct (random) subgraphs of Z 2 where the induced walk possess some drift;
below, we prove Theorem 1.1 with a more careful construction that embeds more drift into the induced walk.
We need two simple facts about the simple random walk on Z. First, we require the following well-known fact. Proposition 2.1. The probability that the simple random walk on the interval {0, 1, . . . , n} started at 1 visits n before it visits 0 is 1/n.
Next, we shall also make use of the following crude bound. Armed with these two facts, we are now ready to prove our main result.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. To prove the theorem, we will construct a (random) graph H based on the random walk W where the induced walk W H exhibits a strong drift away from the origin.
The graph H we construct will consist of the vertical lines L n = {(x, y) ∈ Z 2 :
x = 2 n − 1} for all integers n ≥ 0, and a (random) collection of finite horizontal segments between any consecutive pair of vertical lines with the property that exactly one such horizontal segment connects any consecutive pair of vertical lines; here, by lines and segments, we mean the edges in the appropriate paths in Z 2 , as shown in Figure 1 .
Let us denote the location of the induced walk W H at a given time t ≥ 0 by W H (t) = (X H (t), Y H (t)), with the time t tracking steps along W H (as opposed to W). As before, we shall read off the letters of W one at a time, and we shall reveal H by following the induced walk W H and revealing more of H as necessary.
Notice that the only vertical edges in H are (deterministically) those on a vertical line L n for some n ≥ 0, so at any time t ≥ 0, the induced walk W H accepts a vertical step of W if and only if W H (t) ∈ L n for some n ≥ 0.
We reveal the horizontal edges of H in stages: during stage n ≥ 0, we shall reveal all the horizontal edges of H in between the lines L n and L n+1 , with the stage ending as soon as there is a horizontal path connecting these vertical lines in H. Note in particular that during stage n, we have already revealed all the horizontal edges in H between L 0 and L n , and none of the horizontal edges in H to the right of L n+1 .
We begin by declaring every horizontal edge to the left of L 0 as being absent in H, and for n ≥ 0, having completed stage n − 1, we reveal H in the following fashion during stage n. At some t ≥ 0 during the stage, there are two possibilities. If X H (t) < 2 n − 1, then we have nothing to do when we read off the next letter of W since all the edges of H to the left of L n have already been revealed. If X H (t) ≥ 2 n − 1 on the other hand, then we reveal H in such a way so as to ensure that W H always accepts a letter of W that would cause the induced walk to travel to the right at the time. The stage ends as soon as we have a single horizontal path connecting L n and L n+1 , or in other words, at the first time t ≥ 0 when we have X H (t) = 2 n+1 − 1. At the end of the stage, all horizontal edges between L n and L n+1 whose presence or absence in H have not been revealed over the course of the stage, we declare as being absent in H. In particular, the line L n+1 is incident to precisely one horizontal edge to its left in H at the end of the stage.
The above construction clearly ensures that H has the structure we promised. More is true, however; as we shall shortly see, our construction endows the induced walk W H with a strong drift to the right.
For n ≥ 0, let τ n be the first time t at which we have X H (t) = 2 n − 1, and let E n denote the event that the walk (W H (t)) t≥τn hits the line L n−1 before hitting the line L n+1 ; in other words, E n is the event that there exists a time t ∈ [τ n , τ n+1 ) at which X H (t) = 2 n−1 − 1. With these definitions in place, we have the following claim.
Claim 2.3. There exists an absolute constant c ∈ (0, 1) such that P(E n ) ≤ c n for all n ≥ 0.
Proof. Let α be the y-coordinate of the unique horizontal path joining the vertical lines L n−1 and L n , and let T be the first time after τ n at which the walk W H hits either the line L n−1 or the line L n+1 . Note that the time between τ n and T naturally decomposes into excursions, where an excursion is a maximal interval of time during which the walk W H remains at some fixed y-coordinate.
Let us now describe the walk W H in terms of its excursions. First, note that our construction of H ensures that the y-coordinates of successive excursions of W H are determined by a simple random walk on Z started at α. Also, we can describe an excursion at some y-coordinate β as follows. If β = α, then during an excursion at β, successive x-coordinates of W H are determined by a simple random walk on the interval {2 n − 1, 2 n , . . . , 2 n+1 − 1} started at 2 n − 1, with the excursion ending either, with probability 1, when the x-coordinate of the walk is 2 n+1 − 1, or, with probability 2/3, when the x-coordinate of the walk is 2 n − 1. If β = α on the other hand, then successive x-coordinates of W H are determined by a simple random walk on the interval {2 n−1 − 1, 2 n−1 , . . . , 2 n+1 − 1} started at 2 n − 1, with the excursion ending either, with probability 1, when the x-coordinate of the walk is either 2 n−1 − 1 or 2 n+1 − 1, or, with probability 1/2, when the x-coordinate of the walk is 2 n − 1. Crucially, note that by the strong Markov property of the walk W H , each excursion depends on past excursions only through the endpoint of the last excursion preceding it.
Let us say that an excursion is positively successful if it ends on account of the walk W H reaching the line L n+1 , and negatively successful if it ends on account of the walk W H reaching the line L n−1 . In this language, we see that E n is precisely the event that we witness a negatively successful excursion before a positively successful one.
To show that E n is very unlikely, we proceed as follows. Let F 1 be the event that one of the first 3 n excursions is positively successful, and F 2 denote the event that none of the first 3 n excursions are negatively successful. Clearly, we see that E n cannot occur if both F 1 and F 2 do, so it suffices to show that both F 1 and F 2 are overwhelmingly likely.
First, we deal with the event F 1 . It is easy to see from Proposition 2.1 that an excursion is positively successful with probability at least (1/100)2 −n . Using the strong Markov property, we conclude that
where c 1 ∈ (0, 1) is an absolute constant.
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Next, we handle the event F 2 . Notice that we may only witness a negatively successful excursion at y-coordinate α; with this in mind, let Z be the number of excursions in the first 3 n excursions at y-coordinate α. Since the y-coordinates of successive excursions are determined by a simple random walk on Z started at α, we conclude from Proposition 2.2 that
where c 2 ∈ (0, 1) is an absolute constant. As before, we know from Proposition 2.1 that an excursion at y-coordinate α is negatively successful with probability at most 100 · 2 −n , so we may again use the strong Markov property to conclude that
where c 3 ∈ (0, 1) is an absolute constant.
The result follows from the estimates above since
It follows from the above claim, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, that the walk W H almost surely visits the line L n only finitely many times for each n ≥ 0, thus proving the result.
Conclusion
There are a few different natural questions that remain, the most basic of which is as follows. We say that a countable set S is exhaustive if an independent collection {W i } i∈S of simple random walks on Z 2 indexed by S almost surely has the following property: for each G ⊂ Z 2 , there is some i ∈ S so that the induced walk (W i ) G is recurrent. With this definition in place, the obvious question that one is faced with is the following.
Problem 3.1. What is the cardinality of the smallest exhaustive set ?
In the language of exhaustive sets, our main result states precisely that an exhaustive set cannot have cardinality one, and in fact, it is reasonably straightforward to modify the construction here to show that there are no finite exhaustive sets; however, we are unable to say anything about whether or not N is exhaustive.
Another natural question, and one of our original motivations for treating the problem considered here, comes from the theory of universal traversal sequences. Call an infinite word Z on the alphabet {x, −x, y, −y} a universal traversal sequence for Z 2 if Z G is recurrent for each G ⊂ Z 2 . The following basic question raised by Spink [9] remains wide open.
Problem 3.2. Does there exist a universal traversal sequence for Z 2 ?
David and Tiba [3] recently found deterministic constructions of traversal sequences handling a reasonably large class of (but not all) subgraphs of Z 2 . However, in general, the most efficient methods that we know of to construct universal traversal sequences all involve choosing a long enough traversal sequence at random; our main result rules out this standard construction on the square lattice. Either answer to the above existence question, positive or negative, would be very interesting.
